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Charles Stein

Four poems from From Mimir’s Head

666 Characters for Brad Keeney

On a certain bench
you sit with known companion
gazing at a shelf where nothing is.
No objects.

Poof: Out of that nothing
a little skull appears
carved by ancient peoples
— black skull and old.

Poof again: Out of nothing
a little cup appears,
a treasure of the Grandfathers.

Now the little hairs
rise on tense
necks. Eyes
bugle from shadowed sockets.

No law obtains.

A doll — dull black — with three long wirey strands
sprung from the spine
looks about to do a doll-dance,
does a doll-dance

causes sound
to bang against the brain

as if of dancing.
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Canto

How can I live   before this inquiry
flushed through the body
resolves itself in light without remainder
and all detail
flicker betwixt an essence that imparts
itself by withholding itself and an absence that
withholds itself, imparting itself
and all is known and what
is known loses itself in what there is
to be known and what there is   to be known
cannot be known    unless it lose itself
in the body’s luminous web-nets—the golden
edges of the water planes in sunlight above
the brown   bottom

the roundness of the poem’s shape
cutting off all incredulity driving
the argument, forcing the interminable toiling
of cerebral energetics through the coils of a syllogistic
yet to be descried—the evasiveness of formal
decision on either term—the poem’s
finality and the mind’s
tragicomedic earnestness to cohere

And then went down in structures of proven
stability but dubious source
to the permutations of a shining sea—
its artifacts and adventures,
its islands of periphrasis, its tropical resource
And heard the rigorous
music that withholds itself
just beyond the ear of inquiry
so that the force that drives it
cannot be brought to court
and these interminable soundings
fill up the world phase
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June Run

6-15-97

an impossible text.
Just try it. coming on like that.
A dictation    from an absentee
mindlord   leaving
his tracks
on the mindfields of his
strained  amenuensis

***

Without a camp
on money’s
margins
     where number
dwindles
        into another
capacity of measure—

You cannot critique money, without
having a go at
the   Mind  of money. 

                (The mind of money thinks a world . . . or:     only money
explains money)  

A Revolution
      through
             the Possible:
what IS
              issues  the moment of  Might Be—
    sustains it     proffers the Possible AS possible
NOT “it just might be possible” but 

        Possible Because It Is  (old Robert Kelly text on this)

           the Voice
                     will be distracted
                 from its stance
                                            just this amount:

you can hear the inward talking
                            but you are unnerved by it, don’t
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                      know how to pick it up
                               or let it out
              of your problematical serenity
                                              let it sound
                          and respond    in kind.

Someone is walking outside the room
           tweeking the lighting.   

When she decides to come in here
this poem is done.

6-16-97

       We are only
pretending
           to  write
                       this poem. Beyond
               the scene
                            another operation
            emanates causations.
The Crystal
                             Palace packaged with
                   “commodities” —[versus] packed
                in an in-
              con-
                 spicuous
                              dark
                            wet
                   mom and pop
                                          shop in some
                           creole district
               prof’ring rutebagas and other roots
                 “people eat rocks and stones
                       with the dirt left on them”

The aura
    of course
                      has passed
       from the magically charged and
              enigmatical emblemality of an
             epoch
                         long     gone by   (“the pigs have won”)

What have I left behind here?
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Shall I go back
and pick it up?—
              go back
to the top of the page
and find the gaps
and fill them up
with thoughts I want to
propagate just now?—

Ideas     bleed across stillness—silent, still themselves.

          Suddenly
a face lights up
in the center of the sunflower

Suddenly a fact
lights up
as a mind  alights
upon it

                   a butterfly
                              floats down
                                       on the bough

6-17-97

at night
the mind
that wants
to sing
            brings
sleep along with it
                            —sounds of  plaster peeling from old walls
    find their way among the neural tissues

People in this culture talk to God [or the god]
in tough situations. Ask:
Must I do this or that, that or not?
And give their reasons
And God or the god replies
with a rattling of oak leaves
in the mind, that is,
in body’s subtle waftings, torrents, lights

Don’t just drift: Cut!
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And start up new—
the railroad train in the night
ariving, passing
down by the ancient river
also behaving like that—

Something else is always going on
beside the delirium
of commodities—the names
things suffer themselves
to be buoyed up by—

the woodchuck cannot conceive it, nor can Midnight
our cat Midnight
operates
in non-conceptual eruptions
elegant
without anticipation
in spite of the seemingly limited ensemble of behaviors,
                       to her species general—
She likes the scent of roses now abloom
   on the bush that merges    with her bush—and sits for hours
imbuing herself with their fumes

What’s the point?
      It’s there—YOU find it. I
have other things to do with
what awakeness is left to me
than fish out and make explicit
the thematic of my images and instances
marked in words and phrases now gone by. 

What for instance?

                          something oblique to commodity
           occult in the business of things—You go back there

6-18-97

tired enough
     and the language
    starts to tumble
                                toss and bite
  finally
              down on the meager eruptions
       twinkling in the brain
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                                                down on concrete things:

                     a cup
               on a desk’s
                            black blotter, a door key
                    without memory
                                 placed by a dented
                                                                  spoon

                   the cup—Chinese
                                with broken handle—broken off, that is
                          it has no handle

A key to a door
I’ve opened before
                            surely
                                       but now
I do not know
                        what the key is for

I wish I had that trove of ancient keys
I bought from Stan the day I also purchased
clock parts in a big jug   that tinkled
in a distinctive way   when I jiggled it
and Stan
               from the back of the store
                                                           heard the little sound
                                            and new what it was

The concrete
              according to Karl Marx
         is the result   of many
                                        determinations
If you know what just this something is—
          if you can say it, if you can give
      more and more detail about it

             that is because the thing itself is the focus
          of many histories—here
   a lot of thinking     comes home to roost

       What it hatches
                                     is
                                             your mind
                 its particular instances
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but the concrete is
                  a wonder too     [the instance of a not-so-readily-
discriminable thaumaturgy]

Fall to the bottom
   of just what comes to mind or comes to hand —go with your attention—
don’t change anything
       don’t try to know
   anything
                     Allow just what wants to come up
                liberally to do so

Don’t choose
                      Don’t solicit
                                              Do not name

[try this as a counter methodology—another praxis to speculate the real]

only, on your part, be there, in your place
for whatever arises, with whatever determinations

and you will see, pace Marx, there are none … no determinations

***

    the bastards.
Just that. The ratchets
        have them
                and so they’d
          ratchet
                       Me. But my words
                urge
                        away.

To another venue.
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looking through the pages for some hint of light

an emerald
         sitting on a purple pillow
  (how does the mind enthrone in an ambience?)
                                   a milky cloud above the ancient house
so that the green bauble means
                                           on its elegant purchase
         if it but ride
                             a certain glance

                     the text unread
                                 but for that glance
                           among the paragraphs

                                    when what is there
                   (there in the mind—there in the text)
              unseen, unknown,
                                           beyond phenomena

                                                                   leaps onto the world
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sean burn

bastilles englan 

‘its about two years since i was first sent up in this hell and french bastille of english liberty’.  
john clare

(dis)
late apples core and all
pips shot out between fingertips
foes imagined foe-real

(caulder)
belt laces
belt laces please!

(luck)
storm is risin storm is risin

(dis)
child i gobblin up the late-flowerin
the snapdragon hollyhock sweet-pea

(caulder)
sir? sir! your belt, your laces

(luck)
was the sirs did it, they always do
blues fall down like drops of rain

(caulder)
by time you look
synapses have already decided
what you’ll see

(all)
gotta draw real line the metaphoric sand
– but here? now?

(dis)
and so a thousand pamphleteers
surround our house

(luck)
your tears us awake
keepin kept nights
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(dis)
joyful as virginities losin
tears your two, three, many
a life-time, lifeline say

(caulder)
empty hangers drove just drive me wild
but mostly i’m glass-half-full kinda

(dis)
names dis by the way
and that’s no quote
a translation rather
maybe, perhaps
dis dis dis dis dis dis

(luck)
storm is risin
blues fall down like drops of rain
stooorm isss riiisin

(caulder)
read the signs cant you?
we’re gonna have to render
sir? sir!

(luck)
singin train station see, barefoot too
couldn’t have, they just couldn’t
madness that way

(all)
bastilles englan this darkest of dance – this is the way the madman rides the madman
glides the madman slides and down into the ditch-ditch-ditch

(dis)
psycho – psychosis – psychoses – psychotic – psychogenic – psychoneurosis –
psychonaut – psych out and over

(luck)
friction burn down shins
dragged and drugged
us to and through asylumed
slummed lengths their corridors
world-wards and after
couldn’t stand
storm is risin
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blues fall down like drops of rain

(all)
storms dark dancin – black thorns drop reign - larkness blue darkness sermons-dis –
hedged thunder elides dis – the right knot, glides dis – burn us down yeah? – dis-flood, dis-
glint, dis-edge – tender render land - asylumed ready frictions forbid forbid – steal gland dis

(dis)
justice?
just dis

(caulder)
sir? sir! sir! sir! sir!
assessments – ward rounds – one to ones –
supervisions – on-calls – meds reps – the endless sodding tea’s

(dis)
tease tease
– its a tease-tease-tease!

(luck)
unsleep torch in eyes – outta bed cuppa – meds queue piss – down lie down – din-dins – lie
back – cuppa – meds – pissbed – unsleep – torch-eyes – outta – meds cuppa piss
pills universal
ills universe
swills and wills
empty this church

(dis)
at least for a while
at last atlas blast

(caulder)
five milligrams rising ten
ten rising twenty
antipsychotics little r&r
better you for see?

(all)
agitation, tremor, spasm
painful erections, prolonged erections,
painful and prolonged erections
do not operate machinery,
do not drink, do not breast-feed
etcetera etcetera etcetera
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(luck)
checkin under tongue
seein i swallowed
shinin torch right in
like they was csi
ring-ring-a-rosies
a mouth full of
and we all we all we all
falling down
falling down

(caulder)
circles and circlin
their many and varied walks
stopstart startstop
hug-walls
segmenting like grapefruits
boxing
glacial
drift
peacock constipate figure-eight

(dis)
what the hands do
where eyes go
that’s what counts
eye to eye to eye to eye to eye to eye to
until the rift horizons beyond under through

(luck)
wheel-steer wrapunwrap sicklehammer
sell-sell-sell chaosconduct windunwindwindin
until the rift

(caulder)
season ends
pheasants interesting shooting
wised up after all those near near misses

(dis)
night-times
hoothoot hoot-hootin
owls down-flyin a closer

(luck)
you never stolen, truly stolen
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been truly stolen away?

(dis)
a cello could play us one day

(caulder)
glass-half-full, like i said

(dis)
ten-nine-eight-seven-six
caught transfixed
five-four-three-two-one
they’re never gettin close again

(luck)
best kiss that meaty fist yours bee-sting great bee-stung beastin

(dis)
best kisses my life, lives?
tomorrow yesterday always and all ways

(caulder)
first day back after ... late for dash-dash-dot ... early-grey too-too hot ...
toast buttering tie ... mr bump they used to but now head-gardener, to say: i
garden heads

(luck)
and butter-side up
never-never learn
i never-never

(dis)
buttercup-buttercup-buttercup!
the child hood game

(caulder)
why wait for us to throw back heads
laugh like executioners?
always

(dis)
wanna know, truly know?
look to the unruly trees, look

(luck)
wasn’t just let sittin floors that ward
was a health and safety see
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from wards fire escapes
weeks undressin that silvered birch
– leaf by shimmyin leaf
only thing that would hold my eyes

(dis)
trees make us
but we unmake the tree

(caulder)
twenty nine days that singular leaf
declining red to fall
patients – clients – customers?
but where’s your focus caulder?
never could that trees taxonomy

(all)
a psychiatrist is a psychiatrist is a psychiatrist
but each our psychoses individual unique alone

(luck)
pouf! hits us like that!
smile, i actually smiled

(caulder)
the patient was observed, yes, laughing almost
safely say they weren’t experiencing episode that day

(luck)
bog windows this wodge wood jammin – money outrun somewheres down the pfi – nickin
tea-spoon the communal kitchen – toilet constant four days – and no-one writin up –

(dis)
disafforest – disaggregate – disarticulate – disassemble – disavow

(luck)
four days spoonin till wodge wood comin free – i’m climbin out – and nurse-on-fag stare
cos i wasn’t theirs – runner? more a waddle, weight-gain of these meds! – tate modern
balcony’s high enough, only thing i can – miles, so many – shoe-less – blood-loss – sweat –
right in, i fit – actually making that upper floor but forgetting, forgetting what to do next

(dis)
disbud – discolour – discompose – discrepant – disencumber

(caulder)
our reports variance
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with your worldview :
care to?

(luck)
this police cell days greyest fry beans bake tea bread ever till hospitals arsed enough to
crash-team down-retrieve their damage goods

(dis)
disenthral – dismast – disport – dissolute – distal

(luck)
dreamin this ultimate reality: bastilles englan – rival hospitals, and each with a flop, a nut
and a reeeaaall wild-card – camera-roll, break on out, see how far they/we get/got – prince
of bloodied wales? afghanistan? minister for local communities? cannot a suitable prize
though

(caulder)
must tame the weeds our garden
other the flowers don’t reach sun

(luck)
sharp? sharps? us emptyin pockets – flurry-flow, fast-fast-faster, now and always, leafleave-
leaves driftin brilliant against your dirt-desk – stoooorm isssss riiiisen

(dis)
always carry a decent apple
– a russet say
the truth? a truth, leastways
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Carrie Etter

Divining for Starters (69)

in the clarity

of a wet hour

the heat

a liquid velvet 

cleared

by breeze

now and

not to mention

a residual

anger or

between destinations

and so impossible

to requite

these quiet

inky

attempts to satisfy

would that

I were

heat and aphids

and the occasional
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wet hour

breaking feeling

endurance and 

though today

the American army withdraws

conclude what can’t

be measured
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Divining for Starters (74)

Poets House, New York

From here, the Hudson River, the teeming park

wind waxing windows

brief ease in the corporal

such good couches

hours from my reflection

disembodied enough to body forth

in still water in populated

incandescent?     inviolable?
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Divining for Starters (75)

on the rejection   on what to repress   on a rescinding self 
inchoate but for body     when did you begin 
to notice this heaviness?

when was your last—?     the body said, DRINK ME
the body said, UPTOWN IS THE NEW DOWNTOWN
the body with so much to

remember you lay on top of me     there was a helicopter
under the bed    words were
all over the floor

O but for these quiet catastrophes     DRINK ME,
the body said and who didn’t 
ask the self—
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Divining for Starters (79)

in a summer chill

the ruins of an abbey, of nave and kitchen

talk of an executor for

why didn’t I stir?

erosion and decay

sacrosanct for him because

under the sycamore

such poems as were composed there

the great arch intact

a cold breeze though it was August

idly my hands

unripe orchard

buttoning up, buttoning down

I wouldn’t call this seasonal

the fruition of it

a word, a scattering of words
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Afterword

Because I could articulate only the desire
Because the crates stacked at the docks
and between desire and cargo there was no congress

And the flesh suit grew heavier
And I stopped to clean my nails free
of the grime of chain and cable

My sister had no salve or platitude
though I begged for that much fixity
You were a fixture whatever I remembered

What a half-assed vocabulary
sans spade or crane or salt water
Where was use?

Would that I could be poured
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Art and Artist

after Marina Abramovic’s “The Artist Is Present,” MoMA 2010

The artist is present. The art is presenting. The artist is prescient. The art is (pre)sent. The heart 
is pre. The heart is presenting.  Theatre is present.  The artist is, presides.  The   –ist is presence. 
The artist is. Presents. The art is President. Theatre is presidential. 

The artist as the present.
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Alec Finlay

from the road north

(I) After Celan’s Questions & Answers  

What is forgetting? 

An unripe apple
stabbed by a spear  

– Paul Celan

What is a thought? 

A thought is a cloud 
waiting for rain  

What is water? 

Water is what 
the earth wears 

What is tea? 

Tea is something
old and brown 
to fish in 
 
What is a poem? 

A poem is a puddle 
left behind after rain 

What is matter? 

Matter is a thing 
which can only
get better 

What is the moon? 

The moon is a coin 
which slots into the hill 
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(II) A Missing iphone

after the Gaelic Translations of Alexander Carmichael, from Carmina Gadelica

Na ho I eadh ho ho ill a bhi,
Na ho ibh o ha o ri ho a ro,
No ho hao ri o bho learthag

I lost my lovely iphone
   On Friday just gone

It was no bigger than a kit-kat
   And it was better than a Wii

It fell among the bracken
   And I have not found it yet

I am bored of looking for it
   At the bottom of the hill

I wouldn’t loan it to anyone
   Not even my sister

Or to Big Eck
   Even if he asked, he would not get it

Na ho I eadh ho ho ill a bhi,
Na ho ibh o ha o ri ho a ro,
No ho hao ri o bho learthag
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Amanda Earl

5 excerpts from “All the Catharines”

Catharine deplores the world. She prepares tuna melts using one teaspoon of tuna for each 
piece of bread. She despises bagels. Bagels have holes in them. With her tuna melt she prefers 
grape soda but will settle for ginger ale. And if there’s no ginger ale, just water, a tall glass of  
water with a straw, one of those bendable kinds, but not yellow because yellow makes her  
nervous. Her eyes hurt now, at the thought of yellow.

•

Catharine has a tattoo of a circle around her ankle and a vintage black wool skirt with green 
infinity symbols. It makes her itchy but she doesn’t mind, or rather she rises above. She lis-
tens to bells, she chants and does Tai Chi. Her favourite position is Carry Tiger to Mountain. 
Catharine looks at her watch. It is 11:42am. She looks again. Still 11:42. She paces the floor 
in circles and then in figure eights and then half moons. She is not good at waiting.

•

Catharine likes to open envelopes. She likes the envelopes that contain books. Catharine has 
found the whole world in envelopes and finds it painful to throw them away, not to mention the 
stamps. She has a stamp from China with an exotic red flower, but she can no longer find the 
envelope. The flower was good luck or maybe bad because now the envelope is lost. She can’t 
remember the contents or the malcontents. An envelope from oversees with the tiny perfect 
English cursive of her pen pal Marjorie, also a writer who pens minuscule poems for majuscule 
moments. Or is it the other way round?
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Catharine can hear the moon vibrating every night when she can’t sleep, and she can never 
sleep, so she climbs the stars and takes a knife to the moon, cutting it into edible chunks. Some 
of the pieces squeal, like a lobster boiled from cold. Others sing quietly as you slurp up their 
oyster flesh. And your voice becomes large, too large for you, too loud for everyone. Think care-
fully when Catharine offers you the moon.

•

Catharine is someone you know. You’ve spoken to her about the weather; although she is no 
small talker. You’ve seen her in the stacks, a book on Picasso open on her lap. Catharine admires 
warped things. On the floor beside her is a pile of books and a Styrofoam cup. She takes occa-
sional sips, turns a page. You wonder if she worries the skirt will get dirty. How many people have 
walked over the library’s dingy carpet? Catharine’s shoes today are flimsy flip flops that show off 
her toe ring and ankle tattoo. You wonder if she’s thought of that.
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Phil Davenport

pollinators of eden
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c is for

2 day will teach
children who live over th motorway
in north manchester
2 make a concrete poem
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dog

= lo ceiling
tin of cheap food refuse
3 jamjars of coins in th kitchen
refuse veg portions
refuse attackers landlord refuse
2 remove filthy drug
refuse 2 carry heavy objects upstairs
2b punchd outside pub
cellphone on max playin music
in2 th chill air
shoots a skylark
cold is necessary it germinates th north
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great bear

ridin th train theres sum shrewd young men
playin cards
in a shout of aftershave
trees grow thru
wall of
th tunnel then sunshine again
on a jolly
so totalld on alcohol u cross the rails witout looking
= need sum random bloke
2 pull u on2 platform A
compass tells yr life
every planet has a north + ur no different
pass thru yr own skin
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shark

clawin thru on logic
like footballers who achieve richness
but r 2 stoopid 2 aim 4 immortality

’s children
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top cat

past pain u wldnt believe possible
heart th weight of a broken house
curld in on yrself bowed breathin
old patterns in2 yr own frozen interior dazzled by
mist of yr achin face
yr withdrawl leads others 2 withdraw
u stretch 2 catch
“help? seek advice”
written in charity shop window
frostd
whisker of northstar
unattainable desire thatll mark yr endpoint
a bubble in a stream in far far islands
photo remains of industrial units
c rabbit follow th line of a broken wall
sowing breezeblocks slip over th edge
of th big stormfront
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sloth

Jesus breathed this air
all places r th same + time resembles
a piece of paper folds
in th same way everywhere

2day muttley! top cat!
will teach children
words r colour-full
f  i  e  l  d  s

here we sleep
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happy animals

these little molecules
hold 2gether + give a name
shared by other habitants who
once were others
Jesus breathed this air
twice
a piece of paper folds
in

north Manchester
children who live over th motorway
2 make a concrete poem
2 day will teach
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